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Abstract— This paper reviews the technology for using hand, body and facial gestures as a means for interacting with computers and other physical devices. It discusses the rationale for gesture based control technology, methods for acquiring and processing such signals from human operators, applications of these control technologies, and anticipated future developments. Today, there is a growing interest in research and development of new human-machine interaction systems that are more natural and ergonomic for the users. The gesture recognition plays an important part of human-machine interaction systems. The focus is done in systems that are based on accelerometers, and on glove based equipments. Based on several papers, the process for different types of approach of gesture control is described. Some applications of these technologies are also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There have been growing attempts in finding natural ways for human–machine interaction (HMI) for multimedia entertainment [18]. That is because traditional ways, e.g., by using a mouse or a keyboard, are inherently limited by speed and space, and lack of an immersed sense within the simulated environments [19]. In recent years, gesture recognition for HMI has become popular because it helps overcome the limitations of traditional ways and enriches personal experience during the interaction between human and machine for entertainment [3],[20]. Gesture recognition is also important in automated surveillance [14] and human monitoring applications [15], where they can yield valuable clues into human activities and intentions [1].

Gestures are defined as human motion sequences with trajectories [11] performed in a short interval of time. Human gestures are a natural means of interaction and communication among people. Gestures employ hand, limb and body motion to express ideas or exchange information non-verbally [3].

Gestures can be divided into two groups: static and dynamic gestures [12]. According to input device, the gesture recognition technique can be divided into three categories: glove-data based, vision-based and accelerometer-based [3].

Glove-data based gesture recognition systems require users to wear gloves and cumbersome devices to record the movement status [3]. The performance of vision-based systems is relied heavily on the operation environment, e.g., the background and the lighting condition. In addition, these systems face the occlusion problem, let alone the low sampling rate issue.

With the rapid development of micro–electro-mechanical system technology (MEMS), the accelerometer-based gesture recognition becomes increasingly popular [13], [3] and already shows potential in practical applications.

This paper investigates the research works of gesture controlled technology for user interactions. Gesture type, use of different parts of the body, gesture commands, chronological evolution, gesture application, interface, technology, user type, issues addressed, tasks and final result have been listed and described to give the background of gesture based technology development.

II. GESTURE CONTROLLED SYSTEM

Humans naturally use gesture to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Primary method of recognition</th>
<th>Number of gestures recognized</th>
<th>Background to gesture images</th>
<th>Additional markers required (such as special gloves)</th>
<th>Number of training images</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Frame rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Shore, &amp; Horne, 2000]</td>
<td>Hidden Markov Models</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Multi-coloured gloves</td>
<td>7 hours signing</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Shore, Weiser &amp; Prouty, 2000]</td>
<td>Hidden Markov Models</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>400 training sentences</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Dawson &amp; Sridhar, 2000]</td>
<td>Linear approximation to non-linear joint distribution models</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Blue screen</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5441 images</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Dass &amp; Shih, 1994]</td>
<td>Finite state machine model matching</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Motion on glove</td>
<td>10 sequences of 250 frames each</td>
<td>&lt;60%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Existing gesture recognition system
communicate. It has been demonstrated that young children can readily learn to communicate with gesture before they learn to talk. A gesture is non-verbal communication made with a part of the body [7]. We use gesture instead of or in combination with verbal communication. Using this process, humans can interface with the machine without any mechanical devices. Human movements are typically analyzed by segmenting them into shorter and understandable format [7]. The movements vary person to person. It can be used as a command to control different devices of daily activities, mobility etc. So our natural or intuitive body movements or gestures can be used as command or interface to operate machines, communicate with intelligent environments to control home appliances, smart home, telecare systems etc [7]. In this paper we also review the different types of technologies of gesture controlled system.

In the two others papers [4] and [5], a SoapBox is used. SoapBox is defined as Sensing, Operating and Activating Peripheral Box. This box is small and has low power consumption. It is equipped with 3-axis accelerometer, an illumination sensor, a electronic compass and a optical proximity sensor. For communication purpose, it is wireless with RF technologies. All the development can be written in C, utilizing the API offering.

In both papers, it is the 3-axis accelerometer component that was responsible to measure the movements.

The types of gestures to be recognized are for example: the trace of a square, a circle, a Z.

B. Process:

There is a system allowing the training and recognition of arbitrary gestures with the use of 3-axis accelerometers. With this type of device, we must deal with spatial and temporal data. We need a mathematical process to exploit these signals. Gestures are represented with data vectors representing the current acceleration of the controller in 3-axis. These vectors are analyzed to train and to recognize patterns for distinct gestures [9].

III. ACCELEROMETER BASED

In this section we focus on devices that use accelerometers to measure movements. In [4] and [5], a SoapBox is used as accelerometer based device. In [6], a Wii Controller (Wiimote) is used as accelerometer based device.

A. Overview

In [6], the famous Wiimote from Nintendo is used for input of the user movements. This device is the main controller for the Wii console. An accelerometer in the controller is responsible to measure acceleration along three axes. An extension that contains a gyroscope can be added to the controller to improve rotation motions. The controller also contains an optical sensor allowing to determine where it is pointing. For that, a sensor bar highlighting IR LEDs is used. The connectivity of the controller is done via Bluetooth.

In the two others papers [4] and [5], a SoapBox is used. SoapBox is defined as Sensing, Operating and Activating Peripheral Box. This box is small and has low power consumption. It is equipped with 3-axis accelerometer, an illumination sensor, a electronic compass and a optical proximity sensor. For communication purpose, it is wireless with RF technologies. All the development can be written in C, utilizing the API offering.

In both papers, it is the 3-axis accelerometer component that was responsible to measure the movements.

The types of gestures to be recognized are for example: the trace of a square, a circle, a Z.

B. Process:

There is a system allowing the training and recognition of arbitrary gestures with the use of 3-axis accelerometers. With this type of device, we must deal with spatial and temporal data. We need a mathematical process to exploit these signals. Gestures are represented with data vectors representing the current acceleration of the controller in 3-axis. These vectors are analyzed to train and to recognize patterns for distinct gestures [9].

Figure 2: The process of gesture recognition with accelerometer based device.

A. Existing Systems

A simplification used in one of the projects, which was not found in any recognition methods researched, is the use of a wrist band to remove several degrees of freedom.

This enabled three new recognition methods to be devised. The recognition frame rate achieved is comparable to most of the systems in existence (after allowance for processor speed) but the number of different gestures recognised and the recognition accuracy are amongst the best found. Table 1 shows several of the existing gesture recognition systems along with recognition statistics and method.

With the rapid development of microelectromechanical system technology (MEMS), the accelerometer-based gesture Recognition becomes increasingly popular and already shows potential in practical applications.
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In [6], the famous Wiimote from Nintendo is used for input of the user movements. This device is the main controller for the Wii console. An accelerometer in the controller is responsible to measure acceleration along three axes. An extension that contains a gyroscope can be added to the controller to improve rotation motions. The controller also contains an optical sensor allowing to determine where it is pointing. For that, a sensor bar highlighting IR LEDs is used. The connectivity of the controller is done via Bluetooth.

In the two others papers [4] and [5], a SoapBox is used. SoapBox is defined as Sensing, Operating and Activating Peripheral Box. This box is small and has low power consumption. It is equipped with 3-axis accelerometer, an illumination sensor, a electronic compass and a optical proximity sensor. For communication purpose, it is wireless with RF technologies. All the development can be written in C, utilizing the API offering.

In both papers, it is the 3-axis accelerometer component that was responsible to measure the movements.

The types of gestures to be recognized are for example: the trace of a square, a circle, a Z.

B. Process:

There is a system allowing the training and recognition of arbitrary gestures with the use of 3-axis accelerometers. With this type of device, we must deal with spatial and temporal data. We need a mathematical process to exploit these signals. Gestures are represented with data vectors representing the current acceleration of the controller in 3-axis. These vectors are analyzed to train and to recognize patterns for distinct gestures [9].

Figure 2: The process of gesture recognition with accelerometer based device. The process consists of 3 phases as seen in figure 2. First we have the “Quantizer” that is responsible to cluster the data using a k-mean algorithm. Then, the “model” is a discrete HiddenMarkovModel (HMM) that is used to train/recognize characteristic patterns for distinct gestures [9]. Finally, a “Bayesclassifier” is used to select the appropriate gesture.

Before these 3 phases, a filtering is applied on data for simplification purpose.

Filtering

In [6], two filters are applied to the vector data to get a minimum representation of a gesture. The first filter is a simple threshold eliminating all vectors which do not have a significant contribution to the characteristic of a gesture.

The second filter is responsible to eliminate all vectors which are roughly equivalent to their previous.

Quantizer

Acceleration sensor produces too much data. Before putting them in a HMM, we need to cluster and abstract them. A k-means clustering method is used to partition the n observations into k clusters. Each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. The k is the number of clusters, their collection forms the codebook.

In [6], true 3D gestures are evaluated with a k of size 14 which was found empirically.

In [4] and [5], the size of the codebook k is 8 which were also found empirically. But, in contrast to [6], 3D data are converted to 1D vector.

Model and Classifier

The gesture recognition system work in two phases: training and recognition. The training consists of several repetitions of each gesture that must be recognized later.
In [4], [5] and [6] a discrete Hidden Markov Model is used for the training and the recognition of gestures. A HMM is stochastic signal modeling method in which the system being modeled is assumed to be a Markov process with unobserved states. The global structure of the recognition system is composed with trained HMM for each gesture. The classification is done with a naive Bayes classifier that is a simple probabilistic classifier [9].

Another famous method used is also taken up in this paper.

IV. GLOVE BASED

In [21] and [22] a gesture recognition based on gloves is described

A. Overview

A data glove is a glove-like input device often used for virtual reality environments. It is equipped with various technologies such as a system for detection of bending of fingers. Often a motion tracker is attached to capture the global position/orientation data of the glove.

In [21], a P5 Glove from Essential reality was used. It is an inexpensive (~ 50 Euro) glove with integrated 6 DOF tracking designed as a game controller. 6 DOF means six degrees of freedom, in fact the ability to move forward/backward, up/down, left/right (translation in three perpendicular axes) combined with rotation about three perpendicular axes (pitch, yaw, roll). The glove consists of five bend sensors to track the flexion of the wearer’s fingers. An infrared-based optical tracking system is used to compute the glove position and orientation without the need for additional hardware. The glove is connected with a cable to the base station.

In [22], their gesture recognition system is based on two different components. First, two "Cyber Glove" from Virtual Technologies are used, for each hand. This glove has flexible sensors that measure the position and movement of the fingers and wrist. Then, five "Flock of Birds" from Ascension Technology Corporation are used for six degrees-of-freedom tracking. This 6DOF tracking system sensor is based on magnetic technology. Note that the electro-magnetic field is distorted by metallic objects. Two are attached to the mounting point of each glove. Another one is mounted on a light-weight helmet worn by the user. The two others are attached to the subjects upper arms to register the position and orientation of the humerus.

B. Process

In [21], an important aspect is that a gesture is seen as a sequence of successive postures. Postures in the recognition engine are composed of the flexion values of the fingers, the orientation data of the hand and an additional value to indicate the relevance of the orientation for the posture. These postures are taught to the system by simply performing them, then associating an identifier with the posture.

The recognition engine is divided into two components: the data acquisition and the gesture manager [9].

Data acquisition

The data acquisition component is responsible for processing the received data and then transmit them to the gesture manager. First, a set of filter is used to optimize the data [9].

For example, the position/orientation information is very noisy due to dependance of lighting conditions. Thus, orientation data that exceed a given limit are discarded as improbable and replaced with their previous values. This type of filters are applied: deadband filter, dynamically adjusting average filter. Note that to be recognize as a posture, the user has to hold a position between 300 and 600 milliseconds in order to allow the system to detect a posture.

Gesture manager

The gesture manager is the principal part of the recognition system. This library maintains a list of known postures. The system try to match incoming data with existing posture. This is done by first looking for the best matching fingers constellation. Five dimensional vectors represent the bend values of the fingers and for each posture definition the distance to the current data is calculated. Then, the position/orientation data is compared in a likewise manner.

Finally, in this gesture recognition system, a gesture is just a sequence of successive postures. For example, let’s consider the detection of a “click” gesture. This gesture is defined as a pointing posture with outstretched index finger and thumb and the other fingers flexed, then a tapping posture with half-bent index finger.

V. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

A. TELEOPERATION AND ROBOT CONTROL

Remote manipulation of objects because of weight or exposure risks, e.g., radioactivity, has been performed for many years using direct mechanical linkages or electric motors that permit force amplification. Even though these systems do not actually include a computing system, they involve the transmission of gestural information. In that respect they are forerunners of a number of object manipulation applications.

Hale [23] used a DataGlove to control a robot arm in a task that required retraction, slewing and insertion of a block in a test panel. He compared his results to another study that used a conventional six degree- of-freedom hand controller as the input device. He concluded that performance with the DataGlove compared favourably with the “standard” device and that it provided a natural and intuitive user interface.

Brooks [24] on the other hand, was less optimistic about the DataGlove for robot control; his evaluation involved more complex gestures and a neural network for gesture recognition. The reader should recall, however, that the DataGlove is very limited for precise manipulation tasks.

B. IRTUAL AND AUGMENTED REALITY
Several examples are provided by 2-D and 3-D displays in which the user can touch, grab and move objects by pantomiming these activities with glove-based sensors. In these applications the user actually sees a computer rendering of their hand performing the object manipulations. Researchers at NASA/Ames have used this approach in a virtual wind tunnel to explore simulations of computational fluid dynamics.

Aeronautical engineers can put their hands and head into a simulated fluid flow and manipulate the patterns in real time [25].

The GROPE project at the University of North Carolina [26], [27] is among the first applications to use force feedback for interacting with a computer simulation. The application domain is the simulation and graphical representation of interactions between complex molecules. A specifically developed force feedback manipulating rod, allowing six degree-of-freedom movement is employed. When the user modifies the simulated position of one molecule by moving the rod, the simulation computes intermolecular forces and reflects them back through the feedback system. As a result of the computational time needed for the simulation, the system produces relatively low fidelity sensations. Nevertheless, this system allows one to begin to explore possible chemical bonds between molecules.

If an application requires the user to manipulate virtual objects in some way, accuracy of depth perception becomes an issue, particularly for computer-generated displays that lack the rich textural cues available in real life.

C. SIGN-LANGUAGE INTERPRETATION

Sign language interpretation continues to be a significant area for gesture research and development. This type of application is not the focus of this lecture and we will touch on it only briefly. Fels [28] and Hinton developed a hand gesture to speech system using a neural network. Their system mapped hand postures to complete root words, followed by a directional hand movement that modified the word ending (singular, plural, etc.) and controlled speech rate and emphasis.

Performance of a single “speaker” with a vocabulary of 203 words was evaluated following a network training phase. With near real-time speech output, the wrong word was produced less than 1 percent of the time and no word was generated approximately 5 percent of the time.

D. COCKPIT APPLICATIONS

Ineson, Parker and Evans[29] compared a video-based finger tracker with several other designation mechanisms to select buttons on a virtual, head-down panel during simulated low level flight. Feedback for contact with the button was a colour change. Activation of the button required depressing a switch on the Hands-On Throttle and Stick (HOTAS) for confirmation. The finger-tracker was poorly rated by the subjects since it removed the hand from the flight controls for a substantial period of time. Some subjects found the device awkward to use since it was necessary to keep the finger in clear view of the tracking cameras. Although the normal means of operating a button is to reach out and press it, the task is essentially two dimensional. Methods such as head pointing and stick-top cursor controllers are suitable mechanisms also, and both were preferred to the finger tracker. Finger pointing direction would have been more suitable than finger position, since it could have been operated with the hand on, or near, the controls. Voice control was the overwhelmingly preferred selection technique for this task.

A series of experiments carried out at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, USA required true 3-D selection of targets from a head-down, 3-D tactical map. In this case an electromagnetic tracker was strapped to the back of the hand, resulting in more robust and responsive tracking than the video based technique used by Ineson et al. The tracking volume was remote from the actual map so that hand movements were actually made in a space close to the aircraft controls rather than within the volume of the map. This hand volume was reduced in scale so that hand movements were small compared to the size of the map. The volume was divided into four depth planes, so accurate depth control was not required. The hand tracker worked well and was, in general, faster and more accurate than a three-dimensional joystick. If the tracking volume was made too small, selection accuracy was impaired.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE

Technologies developed based on gesture are now really affordable and converged with familiar and popular technologies like TV, large screen. It’s ubiquitous and non-intrusive as we can install a camera or remote with the TV. From this paper we can see the trends of gesture controlled communication systems. Easing of the technology use, affordability and familiarity indicate that gesture based user interface can open new opportunity for elderly and disabled people. The older population (65+) numbered 36.3 million in 2004, an increase of 3.1 million or 9.3% since 1994 and it’s growing over time [3]. There will be more elderly people and fewer younger ones to care for them. So we need to invest much more heavily in Assistive Living solutions. The research ‘A gesture controlled communication aid for elderly and disabled people’ can be a significant task for future. The two important aims of the research are to identify the different gestures of elderly and disabled people for communication and to design a rich augmented-reality interface for communication via ubiquitous device such as a television set.
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